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Book Description
Under any circumstances, the role of the President of the
United States is arduous and replete with challenges. The
enduring patriarchy of presidents had ended with first woman
elected to this high office in America. This pioneering leader
is delighting her supporters and readily converting her critics
when she is kidnapped suddenly. But by whom? And for
what reason? The unfolding plot is a matter of survival…not
only for personal survival, but also hanging in the balance is
the endurance of the Presidency and the privilege of
democracy in America. It will take a very special agent to
expose the sinister plot. But whatever the costs, the President
must be recovered…dead or alive.

Excerpt
“…Harrison was unaware of the passage of time as he awoke
struggling to open his heavy eyelids. The starkness of his cell
quickly brought to mind his circumstances. Harrison raised
himself from the ground where he had slept. The cell was
dimly lit as before denying Harrison clues as to the time of
day or night. As he turned toward one of the adjacent cells,
he was reminded of the coffin-like piece of furniture.
Harrison walked toward the iron bars that formed a common
wall between the two cells. He needed to view the contents of
the “unoccupied” cell. Would he find the President’s final
resting place? Or were the contents empty and simply a cruel
joke? For Harrison, the answer was in the adjacent cell and
he was not… ”
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